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CHAPTER 1

SkedPlus+ for Flight Attendants

1

SkedPlus+ is available to regular line holders and, with certain limitations, composite line
holders and reserve flight attendants. SkedPlus+ is available to access 24/7, every day
of the year. The SkedPlus+ application is found in the InFlight section on the SkyWest
online home page.
On the home page of SkyWest Online,
click on SkedPlus+ (Fig. 1) in the InFlight
section, lower-left.

Figure 1 -

My Schedule
There are nine sections in SkedPlus+: My Schedule, Open Time, Reserve Board, My
Transactions, Reserve, Crew Pay, Credit History, Hold Pay and Master Vacation. (The
Master Vacation section only appears when the master vacation bidding window is open.)
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My Schedule is the page that initially displays. (Fig. 2)

Figure 2 - My Schedule

Flight attendants view their current month in the interactive calendar. To view a different
month, to the left and right of the current month are underlined links for the previous and
next month. You may also “Jump to Month” by selecting a month from the drop-down list
at the top of the calendar. At the bottom of the calendar is the flight attendant's Block time
and TAFB hours. Credit values are viewable in the Crew Pay tab.
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Place the cursor on any date to generate a mouse-over that contains the day block and
the block in 7 days. Reserve flight attendants may view their reserve details.
Line Holder

Reserve

When a Temporary Base/Equipment/Seat (TBES) override is made to a schedule, it is
identified in red text on the applicable start date.
My Schedule contains the sub-tabs Options, Print, and Export.

Options
Flight attendants may search for Flight Schedules, view the Flight Crew for a specific flight,
generate their Crew Time Report, and view their information in the Options sub-tab.
Flight Schedules
To view specific flights scheduled on a particular day, enter the desired search criteria and
click on the View button.

Figure 3 - Flight Schedules
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When the origin city and/or destination box(es) is left blank, the list contains every flight that
meets the entered criteria. The flights are listed starting with the earliest departure. Each
column may be sorted by clicking on the header. To view the scheduled crewmembers for
a particular flight, click on the underlined flight number. This is the same information that
is available in the Flight Crew section.
Flight Crew
This section provides the names of the crewmembers scheduled for a specific flight. Each
field requires criteria in order to generate a search. Enter the flight number and city pair
and click on the View button to generate the list of assigned crewmembers.

Figure 4 - Flight Crew

Each column may be sorted by clicking on the respective header.
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Crew Time Report
A flight attendant may view a report that includes their pairings. The default time frame
is today's date to a week from today. The dates may be changed to include more or less
days in the search. Click on the View button to generate the report.

Figure 5 - Crew Time Report

The report contains each day worked and the daily total for block and credit. At the bottom
of the report is the grand total for block and credit for all the pairings that are included in
the report.
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My Information
A flight attendant may view their information that is on file for the current bid month. This is
the same information in the My Profile section that is accessible via SkyWest Online > My
Stuff. The Crew tab contains the flight attendant's bid information for the current month,
their qualifications, and additional contact information.

Figure 6 - My Information

The Contact Information lists the number(s) where a flight attendant may be reached.
Clicking on Add opens a new window where an additional number may be added.
Numbers in the list may be edited or deleted by clicking on the respective link. Clicking
the up or down arrow moves the number in the order of calling preference.
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Print
There are a few ways a schedule may be printed:
■ Calendar: This prints the entire month as it appears in the calendar
■ Pairing Details: This option prints the details of every pairing that is scheduled for the
selected month. The other crewmembers who are scheduled for each flight are also
included on the print out.
■ Pairing Details (Compact): This option is just the pairing details. The other scheduled
crewmembers are not included on the print out.
■ Refrigerator List: This option lists the calendar month with a condensed schedule on
the left and the pairing details on the right
■ Print Help: If the print outs are not the same as what is displayed, this section guides
the flight attendant on how to remedy the problem

Export
In the event a flight attendant would like to export their schedule into a different application,
there are a few different options available:
■ iCalendar Format
■ vCalendar Format
■ Text File Summary
■ Text File Detail
■ CSV Format — Block as HH:MM or Block as Decimal
■ FFDO Schedule
Each of the different export options generate a File Download message requesting the
flight attendant to either open, save, or cancel the download. Once the download is
complete, their schedule displays in the selected format.
Calendar
The My Schedule calendar consists of all scheduled pairings, preassignments, reserve
availability periods (if applicable), and pending items. (i.e., If a flight attendant has posted
a pairing for pick up or a reserve availability period for trade, it is identified by a yellow
circle.)
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Right-clicking on an assigned pairing displays a list of options for the flight attendant. (Fig.
7)

Figure 7 - Pairing Options

■ Request Vacation/User: Request vacation and/or user time for scheduled pairing or
reserve availability period
■ Payroll Correction: Report a payroll discrepancy or request pay credit for additional
tasks
■ Drop: Removes the pairing from the flight attendant's schedule and drops it into open
time
■ Check In: Check in for a scheduled pairing
■ Trade with Crewmember: Trades the pairing to another flight attendant in exchange for
one of their pairings
■ Post: Posts the pairing so other flight attendants may pick it up. Reserve flight
attendants may use this option to post their reserve availability period
■ Exchange: Exchanges the pairing for another pairing in open time
■ Absence Call: Instead of calling in SICK/EMERGENCY, this options removes the
pairing from the flight attendant’s schedule and drops it into open time
Right-clicking on a day with no assignment displays different options for the flight
attendant.
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Figure 8 -

■ View Open Time: This option allows flight attendants to view and display the available
pairings on the selected day for their domicile/aircraft/position in open time. The search
criteria may be edited based on the flight attendant's qualifications.
■ Add Credit Block: Flight attendants may add credit to their schedule for extra pay or to
bring them above company credit minimums if necessary. The credit may come from
either the Vacation bank or User bank. Use the drop-down to select the respective
bank. The Vacation credit value is 4:18. The User credit value is a selectable range of
4:18 up to 8:00. Enter password and click on the Add Credit button. A credit may only
be added to a future day.

Figure 9 - Add Credit Block

This credit block may not be removed once it is placed on a flight attendant's schedule.
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■ Request Golden Day: Request Golden Day opens a new window where the request is
made.

Figure 10 - Request Golden Day

Verify the start date and use the drop-down to select how many golden days you are
requesting. Your available vacation hours and user hours display. Enter your password
and click on the Submit button. If the requested day is unavailable, you are placed on
the waiting list. When more than 3 golden days are requested, you are placed on the
waiting list for the requested date(s). Requests must be made by 0900 Mountain Time
on the 1st day of the bid period prior to the bid period in which the golden day is being
requested.
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■ Request Time Off: Select Request Time Off to submit a request for a specified amount
of days off covered by vacation and/or user time.

Figure 11 - Request Time Off

Verify the start date you clicked on and using the “Length” drop-down, select the number
of days you would like included in the vacation block. Your available vacation hours and
user hours display. Use the “Bank” drop-down to select if you would like the coverage
time to come from your vacation bank, user bank, or both. Enter your password and
click on the Submit button. If the time requested is not available, you are placed on
the waiting list for the date(s) requested.
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■ Assign Default Vacation Rate: This section allows a flight attendant to change the daily
rate that will apply to all their vacation blocks. The rate must be at least 2.5 but no
greater than 4.20. The default rate is 2.9.

Figure 12 - Default Vacation Rate

In the event you do not have enough vacation time to cover a vacation block, placing
a check mark next to the “Use User Time...” statement gives your consent to cover the
rest of the block with user time. Enter your password and click on the Submit button.
If a flight attendant would like to reduce or increase the daily rate for a specific vacation
block and not all vacation blocks, right-clicking on the actual vacation block opens a
new window where the desired rate is entered.
■ View Master Vacation: This link opens the Crew Vacation Info page in a new window.
This information is also available on SkyWest online: Operations > Crewmember >
Crew Info > Vacation Info.
■ Add Willing Block: Select Add Willing Block to submit a request to add a “willing to
fly” block to your schedule on the selected date.

Figure 13 - Add Willing Block

Select a domicile from the drop down for the willing block. Enter your password and
click on the Add Willing Block button. To add willing blocks to more than one date, you
will need to submit a request for each individual date. A willing block may be removed
by right-clicking on the Willing block, selecting “Remove” and entering your password.
Click the Submit button to submit your request.
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Place the cursor over a scheduled pairing to generate a mouse-over that contains the
report and release times, block, credit, TAFB, airline partner, and the overnight cities if
applicable. Any comments pertaining to that pairing also display in the mouse-over.

Figure 14 - Pairing mouse-over

To view the details of a specific pairing, click on the pairing. A new window opens showing
the pairing details. (Fig 15)

Figure 15 - Pairing Details

The Pairing Details window contains the following:
■ Pairing ID and the flight attendant's employee number and name display at the top
■ In the same line as the flight attendant’s information are three icons that allow for the
times to be switched between scheduled and actual, exporting options, and a printing
short cut
■ Each leg is numbered and listed in sequential order. The crew for each leg may be
referenced below the pairing details.
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■ If the flight status is available for the pairing's scheduled flights, the flight number and
tail number display in blue. Click on either item to open the respective Flight Status
Detail.
■ The A/C type, origin, destination, departure and arrival times display for each leg
■ The passenger count is available as the day of departure nears
■ Next to the passenger count is the block time, credit time, and the miles between the
origin city and the destination city
■ The FSC (First Class) and YSC ( Main Cabin, Delta Comfort+, Economy Plus,
economy) service codes identify the type of service based on the departure time and
mileage of the flight.

■ When the pairing spans over multiple days and the hotel information is available, the
hotel's name displays in blue. Clicking on the name opens the hotel details in a new
window with information about complimentaries and discounts.
■ If the pairing contains a deadhead, the “Dhd” column is present and displays an “F” next
to the deadhead leg. Place your cursor on the “F” to view the record locator number.

Click on the “F” to display the record locator number in your schedule.
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PinPoint Alert
There may be times when relevant information pertaining to the operation (excluding flight
attendant schedules/modifications/reflows/drug test notifications) needs to be relayed to
affected flight attendants. A red exclamation icon displays next to the applicable leg(s).
Click on the icon to view the alert.

A new window opens and displays the active alerts. Click on the underlined View link
to review the details. The view page that opens contains the details of the alert (in this
example there is hotel road construction) and the point of contact in the event there are
any questions regarding the alert.

Clicking on the OK button indicates you have read the alert. Also, the red exclamation
icon no longer displays on your pairings where the alert still applies. All alerts that are
applicable to you, active or inactive, are viewable in Operations > Crewmember > Alert
Archive. Alerts are automatically removed 90 days after the end date.
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SkedPlus+ Options
The pairing's options are listed on the right side of the pairing details:
■ Check In: Check in for a scheduled pairing
■ Drop: Removes the pairing from the flight attendant's schedule and drops it into open
time
■ Absence Call: Instead of calling in SICK/EMERGENCY, this option removes the pairing
from the Flight attendant’s schedule and drops it into open time
■ Post: Posts the pairing so that other flight attendants may pick it up
■ Trade: Trades the pairing to another flight attendant in exchange for one of their pairings
■ Exchange: Exchanges the pairing for one that is in open time
■ Cancel Deadhead (if applicable): Submits a request to cancel the deadhead in your
pairing
■ Request Vacation/User: Request vacation and/or user time for scheduled pairing
■ Payroll Correction: Payroll Correction only displays on a past pairing or a current pairing
that contains days that have passed
Click on the underlined option to proceed with the steps that are needed to complete the
respective transaction.
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Check In
Flight attendants may check in for their pairing as long as it is not too early or it is not past
the scheduled departure time. The Check-In Now button displays if check in is available.

To view the flight status of a flight, click on the blue flight number or tail number. The Flight
Status Inquiry for that flight opens in a new window.
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Drop
Flight attendants may use the Drop feature to remove an originally awarded pairing from
their schedule and place it into open time based on minimum reserve complement. This
process is automatically completed up to 10 hours before a pairing's showtime. Using the
Drop option, flight attendants may drop down their credit hours. Figure 17 displays when
the Drop option is selected.

Figure 17 - Drop Pairing

By default, Drop Complete Pairing is selected. Click on the Next button to continue. To
select specific legs to drop, select Split This Pairing.
When the split option is selected, select only the legs you would like to drop. The
selected legs must start and end in the pairing's domicile. For example: The pairing
below originates in SLC. Legs 2 and 3 cannot be dropped as the pairing starts and ends
in SLC; not DEN.
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Figure 18 - Drop Split Pairing

Once the legs are selected, click on the Next button. The legs selected to drop are
highlighted for verification. (Fig 19)

Figure 19 - Drop Split
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Multiple legs may be dropped within a pairing even if they aren't consecutive. Repeat the
steps that were performed for the first drop, only select the other legs in the pairing that
you would like to drop. (e.g., In the first drop transaction, select legs 1–4 and submit.
In the second transaction, select legs 9 & 10 and submit. Two transactions need to be
submitted for nonconsecutive legs within a pairing.)
NOTE:
When a pairing is split, this transaction is manually processed by Crew Support and may
take up to 24 hours before a result appears.
To complete the Drop transaction, enter your password and click on the Drop This Pairing
button. The pairing is placed in the SkedPlus+ queue and is processed in the order
received. SkedPlus+ checks the reserve levels for the entire length of the dropped pairing
before it allows a flight attendant to drop it. There must be qualified reserves on duty
on the same dates as the pairing in order for the process to be completed automatically.
The number of pairings that may be in the open time queue also reduces the reserve
availability.
One successful transaction is allowed every 24 hours where a reserve may be utilized. If
a flight attendant attempts to drop pairing(s) within that 24 hour window after a successful
transaction, the request(s) will fail and a message displays letting them know how much
time has passed since the previous successful Drop transaction.

Absence Call
The Absence Call feature allows a flight attendant to submit a request to remove an entire
pairing from their schedule instead of calling in Sick/Emergency. If a flight attendant only
needs Sick/Emergency for part of their pairing or they are in the middle of the pairing,
the flight attendant will need to call Crew Support directly for Sick/Emergency. Due to
automation limitations, this feature is currently only available to regular line holders, not
reserve line holders. The automated Absence Call feature request must be submitted 3
hours prior to the pairing's showtime. When Absence Call is selected, there are a few
options to select.

Select the applicable Absence Type and then click on the Next button.
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Before the flight attendant is able to drop the pairing, they will need to click on the
acknowledge box, indicating they understand the policy. A link is available to reference
the policy.

Figure 21 - Absence Type

To complete the request, the flight attendant enters their password and clicks on the Drop
This Pairing button. Once the pairing is dropped, the applicable absence code displays
on the flight attendant’s SkedPlus+ calendar: SIC, SKV, EMR, or EMV.

Post
The Post feature allows a flight attendant to post their pairing for other flight attendants
to pick up. The flight attendant is responsible to fly the pairing until it is successfully
picked up by another flight attendant. Once the pairing is picked up, the original flight
attendant receives a message notifying them the pairing has been picked up and it has
been removed from their schedule. All pairings may be posted up to 3 hours prior to the
pairing's showtime.
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When Post Pairing is selected, there are a few options to choose. The pairing may be
posted in its entirety, split, assigned to another flight attendant, or posted for trade only.

Figure 22 - Post Pairing

■ Post Complete Pairing: This option is selected by default. Click on the Next button to
post the entire pairing.
■ Split This Pairing: This process is the same as explained in Drop. (Fig 19) To post only
part of the pairing, selecting this option displays check boxes next to each leg. Select
the legs to post. The selected legs must start and end in a valid SIP. If the split pairing
starts and ends in different SIPs, the split pairing displays in both respective domiciles.
For example: If a DEN-SLC leg is posted, it displays in both DEN and SLC open time.
NOTE:
When a pairing is split, the transaction is manually processed by Crew Support and may
take up to 24 hours before a result appears. If two split transactions are posted for a
single pairing and one of the transactions is picked up, the other split transaction needs
to be re-posted because it automatically deletes when the original pairing ID changes,
due to the split.
■ Assign to Employee: The pairing may be assigned to another flight attendant who is
interested in picking up the pairing. Enter the flight attendant's employee number in the
designated area. If the employee number is unknown, click on the binocular icon to
open a search window to find the flight attendant's employee number. If flight attendant
A assigns the pairing to flight attendant B, the pairing is only visible to flight attendant
B; as opposed to all flight attendants.
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■ Trade Only: If a flight attendant wants to get rid of a pairing but only if it is traded for a
different pairing, selecting the Trade Only box marks the posted pairing with the “trade
only” icon. If another flight attendant is interested in a trade, they need to contact the
posting flight attendant to coordinate the details.
Additional information or incentives may be entered in the Add Comments box.
Once the Next button is clicked, the final step is to post the pairing.
NOTE:
SkyWest does not endorse nor accept responsibility for any outside agreements made
between flight attendants for pairing trades or pairings picked-up from another flight
attendant.

Figure 23 - Post Pairing

To complete the Post transaction, the flight attendant enters their password and clicks on
the Post this Pairing button. The pairing is now available for pick-up.
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Edit
The Edit option becomes available when a pairing is posted. Clicking on Edit allows the
flight attendant to change or add to their original post. The steps are the same as when
the pairing was first posted.

Figure 24 - Edit Posted Pairing

If the flight attendant changes their mind and decides not to post the pairing, they may
remove their posted pairing by clicking on the Withdraw Post button.
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Trade
Flight attendants may trade single or multiple pairings with other flight attendants using
the Trade option, provided they are qualified for the pairings being traded. Both flight
attendants must approve the trade before the transaction is placed in the queue to be
processed by Crew Support. The following steps must be taken:
1) Flight attendant A selects their pairing they want to trade.
2) Flight attendant A then selects any pairing posted by another flight attendant (same
qualifications) they would like to trade by clicking on the Select Posted Pairings link.

3) Posted pairings display in chronological order. Select the posted pairing(s) you would
like to trade.

Click on the Continue button.
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4) Flight attendant A submits the trade proposal to flight attendant B for approval or
denial.

5) Flight attendant B is sent a Trade request via My Message. The Trade request is
viewable in My Transactions > Trades where they may either “Accept” or “Refuse”
the Trade request from flight attendant A.

NOTE:
All pairings may be traded up to 3 hours prior to showtime.
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Exchange
A flight attendant may automatically exchange their assigned pairing for another pairing in
Open Time (OT) that they are qualified to work. In the event there are calendar days in the
dropped pairing(s) that do not overlap the same calendar days in the picked up pairing(s),
reserve coverage is checked. This occurs even if the dropped pairing is shorter than the
picked up pairing.
When the Exchange option is selected, Figure 25 displays. Click on Select OT Pairings
to view the pairings currently in OT for your domicile and position.

Figure 25 - Exchange Pairing(s) with Open Time

All the pairings display chronologically. (Fig 26) Each column may be sorted by clicking
on the header. To view the pairing details, click on the underlined pairing ID. To select a
pairing or pairings in the list, click on the box next to the ID and then click on the Continue
button.
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Figure 26 - Select OT Pairings to Exchange

To complete the exchange, the flight attendant must enter their password and then click
on the Submit button.
When the exchange is successfully submitted, an acceptance message displays letting
the flight attendant know that they will receive a message via MyMessage if the exchange
has been completed.
There are a few things a flight attendant must keep in mind when exchanging their pairings:
■ Pairings may only be exchanged within a flight attendant's domicile
■ Any exchanges with OT that result in a net decrease in duty days on the flight attendant's
schedule is considered trading down and the following rule applies:
– Once a flight attendant successfully drops or reduces their duty days and/or utilizes
a reserve flight attendant, a 24 hour clock will start. When a similar transaction is
attempted, a warning message displays letting the flight attendant know how much
time has expired since the 24 hour clock started. The flight attendant in Fig 27 has
less than 22 hours to wait until they can request a drop or similar transaction because
a “Trade Down” transaction was completed a little over 2 hours ago.

Figure 27 - Trade Down message

■ The trade-down rules do not apply when an exchange with OT does not reduce the
flight attendant's duty days
■ AWD & ADT pairings are originally awarded pairings that may exchanged for any type
of pairing, regardless of duty days. The flight attendant needs to be qualified for the
pairing.
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■ ADD pairings have been added to the flight attendant's schedule after their awarded
pairings. These type of pairings may be exchanged with OT pairings as long as the
duty days aren't reduced in the exchange (e.g., 3 day for a local). The duty days may
increase (e.g., 2 day for a 3 day) and they may be exchanged for pairings that occur
any time during the month.
NOTE:
A pairing cannot be exchanged less than 10 hours prior to showtime.

Cancel Deadhead
The Cancel Deadhead option displays when a pairing contains one or more deadheads.
If you don’t plan on utilizing the deadhead flight, you may cancel the booking up to 15
minutes prior to departure. Click on the underlined option to proceed with the request.
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The scheduled deadhead details display below “Cancel Deadhead Booking.” All
scheduled deadheads display on this page. Click on the box that precedes the deadhead
you’d like to cancel. If there is more than one, ensure you select the correct deadhead if
you aren’t canceling all of them. This request cannot be reversed.

Figure 28 - Cancel Deadhead

Once you have selected the deadhead(s) you’d like to cancel, enter your password and
click on the Confirm button. Deadhead results display in MyTransactions > Transaction
Results.
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Request Vacation/User
Vacation and/or User time can be requested to cover a pairing instead of dropping it into
OT. Click on the underlined option to proceed with the request.

Figure 29 - Request Vacation/User for Pairing

The pairing details open in a new window. Select if you would like to use vacation time
and/or user time to cover the pairing. There is a Comments box to enter any information
you would like Crew Support to know when processing your request. To have the entire
pairing covered, ensure Drop Complete Pairing is selected and click on the Next button
to proceed. If you would like only part of the pairing covered, select Split This Pairing.
This generates check boxes next to the legs in the pairing. Select the legs you would like
covered and click on the Next button to proceed with the request.
NOTE:
The selected legs in the Split pairing must start and end in a domicile.

At 0900 MST on the 15th through 0900 MST on the
18th transaction(s) affecting any pairing(s) that occur in
the last six days of the current month are held in queue
until the next month's schedule is loaded. Transactions
are processed in the order received once legalities are
checked.
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Payroll Correction
A payroll correction is used to report a payroll discrepancy or to request pay for additional
tasks. If the discrepancy involves a specific flight, mark Flight Credit as the type and click
on the box next to the applicable flight. Enter the credit difference and relative information
regarding the earned credit. Enter your password and click on the Submit Request button.

Figure 30 - Payroll Correction

Select Taxi/Repo or Other if credit was not earned during a particular flight. The form
changes to reflect the selected type.
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Enter all the requested information in the respective areas. If there are additional
crewmembers entitled to the earned credit, click on the Add Crew button and enter their
employee numbers. Enter your employee number and click on the Submit Request
button. All credit requests are viewable in the Credit History tab.
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Open Time (OT)
When a flight attendant selects the Open Time tab, the original result is the flight
attendant's domicile, aircraft, and position. The date range default is today's date through
the end of the month. The displayed pairings are open time as well as any pairing other
flight attendants have posted for pick-up and trade.

Figure 31 - Open Time

A flight attendant may search for another domicile’s open time by clicking on the domicile’s
city code and clicking on the Search button. To include more than one domicile’s open
time in a search, hold down the Control key and click on the other domicile(s) in the list.
You may also search for pairings by entering specific search criteria:
■ Posted by: Enter another flight attendant's employee number to view their posted
pairings
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■ Overnight: Enter the three letter city code to view pairings that have an overnight in
that city
■ Block: Enter a desired min/max block time for the pairings
■ Credit: Enter a desired min/max credit time for the pairings
■ Report Time: Enter a desired min/max report time for the pairings
■ Release Time: Enter a desired min/max release time for the pairings
■ Internal Report: Enter a desired min/max report time for the overnights within the pairing
■ Internal Release: Enter a desired min/max release time for the overnights within the
pairing
■ # of Days: Enter a desired min/max number of days for the pairing length
If a flight attendant is looking for a particular flight attendant ’s posted pairings or a specific
overnight, enter the employee number or three letter city code in the applicable sections
and click on the Search button.
The search criteria may be very general or may be very specific. There always needs to
be a date range entered to generate a search. Only OT pairings that match all the search
criteria display.
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Notify
Directly below the Search button is the underlined View Automated Alerts link. This
feature offers the ability to create various Open Time alerts based on preferences you
select. To set up the alerts, click on the underlined link in the Open Time tab.
Before alerts may be created, the Notification Options need to be set. My Settings
automatically opens until options are entered. Enter an email and/or a cell phone number.
If a phone number is entered, select the applicable carrier from the drop-down list. You
may click on the Send Test Text button to verify alerts will be received using the text
method. The Open Time Alerts default is Off. Select On to start receiving alerts via email
and/or text. Enter information into both fields and when you create your alerts on the
Open Time Alerts page, there is the option to select to receive your alerts in the form
of text, email, or both.

Figure 32 - Notify personal settings

In the Alert Times section, set a desired time frame you would like to receive the alerts, if
you have a preference. The default is set to receive them at any time of the day.
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The Terms of Service is available to read by clicking on the underlined link. They need to be
accepted prior to saving the entered options. Once the information in the My Settings tab
is completed and saved, alerts can be created in the Open Time Alerts tab of SkedPlus+
Notify or by clicking the SkedPlus+ Notify link in the Operations section of SkyWest
Online.
To create an alert, click on the Create Alert button. All created alerts display in the My
Alerts section.

Figure 33 - Notify Alerts

Create a name for the alert and enter the pairing criteria you would like to be alerted about
when the pairings enter Open Time. Enter as much or as little criteria that you would like
for each alert.

Figure 34 - Create Alert
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Selecting the Expanded Options box opens additional criteria entry fields.

Figure 35 - Expanded Options

After the alert criteria is entered, click on the Save button.
The system runs every 5 minutes, checking for pairings that match alerts; both posted
pairings and Open Time pairings.
If you select to receive a text notification, it is sent from SkedNotify@skywest.com and
informs you X number of pairings matched X number of your alerts. If you select to receive
an email notification, it displays all the pairing details for the pairing(s) that matched any
of your alerts. You receive only one notification to each method (email and/or text) for
any pairing(s) that match all your parameters in each alert(s). All alerts are listed in the
Monthly Notifications Log at the bottom of the Open Time Alerts page.
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Figure 36 - Notifications Log

To view a specific pairing in the list, click on the underlined pairing ID number. This is a
view only function. If there is a pairing you would like to evaluate, pick up, or exchange,
those actions must be performed via the SkedPlus+ Open Time page.
Open Time Calendar
All OT pairings display in the calendar on their respective start and end dates. When the
cursor is placed on a pairing, the flight details for that pairing display in a mouse-over. If
comments were added on the pairing, they also display in the mouse-over.
Right-clicking on an OT pairing displays a list of options for the flight attendant. (Fig. 37)

Figure 37 - OT Pairing Options

Flight attendants may Evaluate, Pick Up, or Exchange OT pairings using SkedPlus+.
■ Evaluate: Evaluates the selected pairing to see if the flight attendant is legal to pick it
up. This transaction is submitted to the queue like all other transactions. The result of
the evaluation is returned on the My Transactions screen. The evaluated pairing does
NOT go on the flight attendant's schedule.
■ Pick Up: Submits a request to pick up the selected OT pairing. It may be added
to the flight attendant's schedule after a legality evaluation is performed and it is a
success. Pairings that contain the inserted "LCO" leg are pairings that only pay the leg
credit. These pairings do not qualify for the Minimum Daily Guarantee as they were not
originally published this way in the monthly bid package.
■ Exchange: Exchanges the selected OT pairing with pairings from a flight attendant's
own schedule. This option only displays for OT pairings. An OT pairing cannot be
picked up less than 3 hours prior to showtime.
Clicking on a pairing displays the pairing details and the flight attendant's options. The
pairings are color coded based on the type of pairing. To the right of the calendar is the
color coded Key that defines the pairings that are in open time. If there are any open time
pairings that contain an added incentive by Crew Support, they display in red. (See the
24th) Place your cursor on the paring to view the added incentive percentage. Pairings
that display in orange are Restricted open time pairings and may only be exchanged day
for day. Pairings that flight attendants have posted for “trade only” are marked with a red
T.
NOTE:
An OT pairing cannot be picked up less than 3 hours prior to showtime.
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A flight attendant who drops or exchanges an originally awarded pairing may not pick up
that same pairing for a Crew Support automated incentive.
A flight attendant who exchanges a pairing for an incentivized pairing in OT is not eligible
for a Crew Support automated incentive.

List
All open time pairings display in a list format with all the same flight details that are in the
calendar view.

Figure 38 - Open Time — List View

Above the list of pairings is a Make Default View button. Click on the Make Default View
button if you prefer the list view to open every time you view Open Time. Next to the button
are three underlined links: Pickup, Exchange, and Trade. Select a pairing and click on
the underlined link of the applicable action you would like to take. These processes are
explained below.
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The columns may be sorted by clicking on the column header. If there are pairings with
special circumstances, they are highlighted and marked according to the Key. The open
time pairings that have an added incentive by Crew Support are marked with a red star.
Pairings flight attendants have posted for “trade only” are marked with a circled red T.
Click on the underlined pairing ID to display the pairing details and options:
Exchange/Trade, Evaluate, and Pick Up.

Exchange
The Exchange option in Open Time (OT) is similar to the Exchange option in My Schedule.
Instead of selecting OT pairings, the flight attendant selects their pairings. If there are
calendar days in the dropped pairing(s) that do not overlap the same calendar days in the
picked up pairing(s), reserve coverage will be checked. This occurs even if the dropped
pairing is shorter than the picked up pairing.

Figure 39 - Exchange Open Time with Pairing(s)

Click on Select My Pairings to view the list of assigned pairings for the month. All pairings
display chronologically. (Fig 40) Each column may be sorted by clicking on the header.
To view the pairing details, click on the underlined pairing ID.
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Figure 40 - Select my pairing(s) to Exchange

To select a pairing or pairings in the list, click on the box next to the underlined ID and then
click on the Continue button.
The selected pairing(s) display in the Pairings From My Schedule section on the Exchange
form. (Figure 39) To complete the exchange, enter your password and click on the Submit
button. When the exchange is successfully submitted, an acceptance message displays
informing the flight attendant they will receive a message via MyMessage.
The same rules apply when exchanging a pairing in OT:
■ Pairings may only be exchanged within a flight attendant's domicile
■ Any exchanges with OT that result in a net decrease in duty days on the flight attendant's
schedule is considered trading down and the following rule will apply:
– Once a flight attendant successfully drops or reduces their duty days and/or utilizes
a reserve flight attendant, a 24 hour clock starts. When a similar transaction is
attempted, a warning message displays letting the flight attendant know how much
time has expired since the 24 hour clock started. (See Fig. 25)
■ The trade-down rules do not apply when an exchange with OT does not reduce the
flight attendant's duty days
■ AWD & ADT pairings are originally awarded pairings that may exchanged for any type
of pairing, regardless of duty days. The flight attendant needs to be qualified for the
pairing.
■ ADD pairings have been added to the flight attendant’s schedule after their awarded
pairings. These type of pairings may be exchanged with OT pairings as long as the
duty days aren't reduced in the exchange (e.g., 3 day for a local). The duty days may
increase (e.g., 2 day for a 3 day) and may be exchanged for pairings that occur any
time during the month.
NOTE:
A pairing cannot be exchanged less than 10 hours prior to showtime.
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Trade
The Trade option in Open Time (OT) is similar to the Trade option in My Schedule. “Trades”
only apply to flight attendant posted pairings; not open time pairings. A flight attendant may
submit a trade request to another flight attendant by selecting the posted pairing and then
selecting their pairing they would like to trade. Both flight attendants must approve the
trade before the transaction is placed in the queue to be processed by Crew Support. The
following steps must be taken:
1) Flight attendant A selects flight attendant B’s posted pairing they would like to trade
with one of their pairings
2) Flight attendant A then selects their pairing they would like to trade with flight attendant
B

3) Flight attendant A’s assigned pairings display in chronological order. Select the pairing
you would like to trade.

Click on the Continue button
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4) Flight attendant A submits trade proposal to flight attendant B for approval or denial

5) Flight attendant B is sent a Trade Notification via My Message. The Trade request is
viewable in My Transactions > Trades where they can either Accept or Refuse the
Trade request from flight attendant A.

NOTE:
All pairings may be traded up to 3 hours prior to showtime.
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Evaluate
If a flight attendant is unsure if they are legal to fly a particular open time pairing, the
Evaluate option evaluates the pairing for legalities.

Figure 41 - Evaluate Pairing

Any pairing that is evaluated will not be added to the flight attendant's schedule. Once the
Evaluate This Pairing button is clicked, the pairing goes into the queue and is processed
in the order received. The flight attendant should go to the My Transactions tab to see the
results of the requested evaluation.

Figure 42 - Evaluated Pairing Results

When the evaluation reaches a Success status, the flight attendant may go in and place
a request to pick up the pairing.
Keep in mind that every transaction is processed in the order received. For example:
1) Flight attendant Chris evaluates pairing ABC
2) Flight attendant Kelly picks up pairing ABC
3) Flight attendant Chris picks up pairing ABC
Kelly will get ABC, if legal, even though Chris placed an evaluation for legalities first. An
evaluation does not guarantee that a flight attendant will get the pairing if they are legal to
pick it up. Also, it is not required that an evaluation be requested before a pairing is picked
up. If you request to pick up a pairing, a legality evaluation is automatically performed.
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Pick Up
Clicking on Pick Up displays the flight details and the flight attendant may pick up the
entire pairing or pick up part of the pairing by splitting it.

Figure 43 - Pick Up OT Pairing

NOTE:
Pairings that contain the inserted "LCO" leg are pairings that only pay the leg credit.
These pairings do not qualify for the Minimum Daily Guarantee as they were not originally
published this way in the monthly bid package.

Figure 44 - Leg Credit Only (LCO)

To pick up the entire pairing, click on the Next button to proceed with the pick up. To pick
up part of it, select the legs. (Fig 45)
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Figure 45 - Pick Up — Split OT Pairing

The selected legs must start and finish in a valid SIP. Click on the Next button once the
legs have been chosen.
NOTE:
Keep in mind open time may begin and/or end in a domicile (SIP) other than the flight
attendant’s domicile. These pairings are displayed in dark blue. If a deadhead is not
included in the pairing when the flight attendant submits a Pick Up request, the flight
attendant assumes responsibility for commuting, if necessary. Transactions that require
the Company to assume liability (e.g. hotel rooms, deadheading, additional duty time, or
adverse crew utilization etc.) may be denied.
The flight attendant needs to enter their password and click on the Pick Up This Pairing
button. By clicking the button, the flight attendant acknowledges that the pairing will be
added to their schedule and they will be required to work the selected pairing.
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The process to pick up a pairing is the same as evaluating a pairing: the request is placed
in the queue, checked for legalities, and returned with a status of Success or Failed. If the
Pick Up transaction is a success, the flight attendant receives a Priority Message notifying
them of their schedule change.
Again, keep in mind every transaction is processed in the order it is received. For example:
1) Flight attendant Chris splits pairing ABC for pick up.
2) Flight attendant Kelly picks up pairing ABC in its entirety.
Kelly may be successful in picking up ABC before Chris, even though Chris submitted a
request first. A split pairing request is placed in the Split queue which may take up to
24 hours to process. A pairing picked up in its entirety is processed automatically. Even
though a flight attendant submits a request first, it may no longer be available when the
split request is processed.
SkedPlus+ does not allow a flight attendant to pick up a pairing they are not qualified for.
(i.e. Equipment, ASE, GUC, etc.)
Flight attendants are required to call Crew Support to pick up any open time on a day
off that is within 120 through 72 hours of the pairing's showtime for added incentive. All
pairings remaining in the 72 hour window automatically have an added incentive and the
flight attendant may pick up the pairing without contacting Crew Support.
If the pairing's showtime is less than 72 hours, the flight attendant may pick it up
automatically for added incentive after legalities have been checked. A flight attendant
may not receive added incentive within the 72 hour window if the pairing they are picking
up was previously assigned to them.
NOTE:
An OT pairing cannot be picked up less than 3 hours prior to showtime.

At 0900 MST on the 15th through 0900 MST on the
18th transaction(s) affecting any pairing(s) that occur in
the last six days of the current month are held in queue
until the next month's schedule is loaded. Transactions
are processed in the order received once legalities are
checked.
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Reserve Board
The Reserve board section displays scheduled Reserve Availability Periods (RAPs)
and off days for composite and reserve flight attendants. RAPs belonging to other flight
attendants who have posted to trade may also display.
The scheduled RAPs may be traded with another flight attendant’s RAP as long as they
are both in the same assigned domicile and within policy guidelines.
The date range default is today's date through the end of the following month.

Figure 46 - Reserve Board

Although reserve RAPs may not be traded outside of one’s domicile, RAPs in other
domiciles may be viewed in the event a flight attendant is transferring to or thinking about
transferring to another domicile. Select the domicile’s city code and click on the Search
button. To include more than one domicile in a search, hold down the Control key and
click on the other domicile(s) in the list. The aircraft and position searches are inactive
as they do not apply to a RAP. To the right of the calendar is the color coded Key that
defines the RAPs in the Reserve Board. The RAPs are color coded based on the type.
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All posted RAPs display in the calendar on their respective start and end dates. When
the cursor is placed on a RAP, the reserve details display in a mouse-over. If comments
were added to the RAP post, they also display in the mouse-over. Clicking on a reserve
assignment displays the reserve details. Right-clicking on a RAP displays the Post or
Trade option, as applicable and Request Vacation/User.

Post
The Post feature allows a flight attendant to post their RAP for other flight attendants to
request to trade. When Post is selected, there are a few options. The entire RAP may
be posted or specific day(s) may be selected. The RAP post may also be assigned to
another flight attendant.

When a RAP is selected in the calendar, the entire reserve work block is included in the
Post Reserve window. Select the RAP(s) that will be posted or assigned to a specific
reserve flight attendant.
■ Assign to Employee: The RAP may be assigned to another reserve flight attendant
who is interested in trading by entering that flight attendant's employee number in the
designated area. If the employee number is unknown, clicking the binocular icon opens
a search window to find the flight attendant's employee number. If flight attendant A
assigns the RAP to flight attendant B, the RAP is only visible to flight attendant B; as
opposed to all flight attendants.
Additional information may be entered in the Add Comments box.
Once the Next button is clicked, the final step is to post the RAP.
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NOTE:
SkyWest does not endorse nor accept responsibility for any outside agreements made
between flight attendants for assignment trades with another flight attendant.

To complete the Post Reserve transaction, the flight attendant enters their password and
clicks on the Post These Shifts button. The RAP is now available to view for trade by
reserve flight attendants or just the assigned flight attendant.
NOTE:
RAPs may be posted up to 5 days prior.
Edit
When a RAP is posted, the Edit option becomes available. Clicking on Edit allows the
flight attendant to change or add to their original post. The steps are the same as when
the RAP was first posted.

Figure 49 - Edit Posted RAP

If the flight attendant has changed their mind and decides not to post the RAP, they may
remove the posted RAP by clicking on the Withdraw Post button.
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Trade
Trade is used to trade RAPs with another reserve flight attendant. In order to complete
a trade transaction, both flight attendants must post their RAP and assign it to the flight
attendant they are trading with. Both flight attendants must approve the trade before the
transaction is placed in the queue and then processed.
The following steps must be taken:
1) Flight attendant A posts their RAP for trade and assigns it to Flight attendant B
2) Flight attendant B also posts their RAP for trade and assigns it to Flight attendant A
3) Both flight attendants are sent a trade notification via My Message. The trade request
is viewable in the Reserve section of My Transactions > Trades

Figure 50 - Trade RAPs

4) Flight attendant A or B must click on Initiate Trade and depending on which flight
attendant “initiates” the trade, the other flight attendant’s action is to Finalize the trade
The trade result is viewable in the Reserve section of My Transactions > Transaction
Results.
NOTE:
RAPs may be automatically traded up to 5 days prior.
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My Transactions
My Transactions lists all the different types of transactions a flight attendant has performed.
There are three sections: Transaction Results, Posted Pairings, and Trades.

Transaction Results
All Trades, Exchanges, Drops, Deadhead Cancels and Pickups are listed in chronological
order. Each column may be sorted by clicking on the header.

Figure 51 - Transaction Results

Listed is the following information:
1

The date and time the transaction was submitted and finished in the queue

2

The type of transaction requested

3

If a pairing is dropped, this is the pairing ID followed by the start date

4

If a pairing is picked up, this is the pairing ID followed by the start date. If the pairing
is picked up by another flight attendant, their employee number appears in front of
the pairing ID. If a credit block request was submitted, the selected bank and credit
amount displays in this column.

5

If a transaction failed, the reason is displayed. (The numbers before each reason are
an internal code.)

When a transaction has a status of Queued, it may be deleted by clicking on the underlined
link. As soon as the status changes to In Process, the delete option disappears and the
option to delete is no longer available.
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Figure 52 - Delete Transaction

To delete a queued transaction, click on Delete. A verification message pops up. If the
request is successfully deleted, it no longer is visible in the list. The transaction is removed
if the delete link is clicked on and the OK button is clicked in the verification message
before the transaction begins to process. If the transaction is sent to the split queue or the
manual queue (see Note below) and then later deleted, call Crew Support to notify them
that the transaction has been deleted. They also need to remove it from their respective
queue.
NOTE:
Occasionally a flight attendant's schedule may have legality issues that require manual
intervention. SkedPlus+ recognizes these issues and places these transactions in a
Manual queue that Crew Support processes as soon as possible. If a transaction in this
queue is deleted, please contact Crew Support to let them know that the transaction was
deleted so they can remove it from the queue.

Posted Pairings
Pairings that a flight attendant posts are listed under the Posted Pairings tab. The list may
be sorted by clicking on the column's header.

Figure 53 - Posted Pairings
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Posted Pairings may have the following status:
■ Available: The pairing is still posted for a flight attendant to pick up
■ Expired: The pairing's date has passed and wasn't picked up
■ Invalid: The pairing was posted originally but then the flight attendant either dropped
or exchanged it after it was posted
■ Taken: The pairing was successfully picked up by another flight attendant
If a flight attendant needs to change or delete a posted pairing, click on Edit next to
the pairing. The Post page opens with that particular pairing's details and the available
options.
A flight attendant can also see how many times another flight attendant has tried to pick
up their pairing. To view the details of the attempts, click on the underlined attempt count
in the Pickups column. (Fig 48) The details and result of all the attempts display. The
columns on the Pickup Attempts page are sortable by clicking on the column header.

Figure 54 - Pickup Attempts

1

The date and time the pick up was attempted

2

The employee number and flight attendant who attempted to pick up the pairing

3

The current status of the transaction

4

The type of pick up

5

What pairing was attempted to be picked up

6

If there was a trade transaction, this is the pairing ID that the listed flight attendant
(2) was going to trade to the viewing flight attendant

7

If the transaction failed, the reason(s) why will display. (The numbers before each
reason are an internal code.)
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Trades
The Trades tab lists all pairings that a flight attendant has initiated for a trade with another
flight attendant. RAP trade requests display below the pairing trade requests.
Pairings
The flight attendant's pairing they posted to trade is listed with the report and release time.
Next to it is the trading employee number and the pairing they are requesting to trade
for. If another flight attendant has assigned a specific pairing to you, it displays under the
“Assigned to you” header. Click on the underlined pairing ID to view the pairing details.
Reserve
RAP trade requests are listed in the Reserve section. Red messages display to prompt
an action needed to complete a RAP trade. Refer to Figure 47 for posting RAPs to trade.

Figure 55 - Trades

In the Pairings section, Figure 55 is an example of the Trades tab of flight attendant A who
has submitted a trade request to flight attendant B. Flight attendant A has submitted a
request to trade Y3222 to flight attendant B for Y3107A. Flight attendant A has the option
to cancel the trade request before flight attendant B accepts the trade. The trade isn't
complete until flight attendant B accepts it.
Flight attendant B receives a message informing them that a trade has been submitted by
flight attendant A and the instructions on how to complete it.
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In the Reserve section, Reserve flight attendant B has assigned a RAP on 03/29 to
Reserve flight attendant A. Reserve flight attendant A needs to assign their RAP to
Reserve flight attendant B to complete the trade. Additionally, Reserve flight attendant
A has assigned a RAP on 03/25 to Reserve flight attendant C and is waiting for their
assigned RAP to trade.

Figure 56 - Accept or Refuse Trade

When flight attendant B selects their Trades tab in My Transactions, their pairing displays
as well as the pairing they are trading for. To complete the trade, flight attendant B must
enter their password and click on the Accept button or click on the Refuse button. The
transaction is sent to the queue and is processed in the order received. If the trade is
successful, each flight attendant receives a message notifying them of their schedule
change.
If there are multiple pairings to trade, they all display.

Figure 57 - Trade multiple pairings
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Reserve Day Exchange
The Exchange option is used to move one or more RAPs from one day to another day,
next to an existing RAP. Click on the RAP to open the Reserve Details in a new window
and then click on Exchange to make your exchange selections.

Figure 58 - Selec to to Exchange RAPs

Select the RAP(s) to be exchanged and make your desired start date for the selected
RAP(s). Keep in mind, work blocks must be between 4 and 6 except if original reserve
block size is smaller, must remain unchanged. Click on the Next button once your selection
is made.
The day(s) you have selected are highlighted in yellow and the start date(s) you are
exchanging for displays in the Post Options section.

Figure 59 - Submit to Exchange RAPs

To complete the Exchange Reserve transaction, enter your password and click on the
Exchange Shifts button. The transaction status can be viewed in the My Transactions tab.
NOTE:
RAPs may be automatically exchanged up to 5 days prior to the date of the earliest RAP
being exchanged.
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Reserve
The Reserve tab displays how many reserve flight attendants there are on a particular day
and the available reserve block days.
The flight attendant's schedule displays as well as the reserve availability for their domicile.

Figure 60 - Reserve

1

To view another domicile's reserve availability, select the domicile from the drop-down
list and click on the Search button
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2

The Reserve Pool link opens a new window that displays the details of a particular
reserve pool. The results may be filtered by selecting the month, domicile, aircraft,
and position from the drop-downs.

Figure 61 - Reserve Pool

The default view is the viewing flight attendant’s qualifications.
3

The Key box displays the definition of each color coded bar

4

The reserve bars span over a specific number of days. The number that appears at
the beginning of the bar indicates how many flight attendants are on reserve for that
span of days.

5

When the cursor is placed on a date, the number of open time pairings in that
particular domicile displays in a mouse-over and are split into the specific aircraft
type.

Also displayed is the minimum number of reserves required for that day and the total
number of available reserves. Any reserve that touches this day is included in the
total count.
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6

Placing the cursor on a particular bar generates a mouse-over with the applicable
aircraft qualifications: the date, how many reserves, and the number of days
available.

7

Call First and OBR Preference and Early Release Requests may be submitted using
the links in the Reserve Options box.

Reserve Options
Reserve Options provides the capability to select a call first and OBR preference as well
as submit an early release request. Click on the applicable link to make your preference
selection.
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Call First/OBR First Preference
This link opens a new window with two preference options: Call First and OBR Call First.
The current setting displays for each preference.

Figure 62 - Call First Preferences

Click on Change CALL FIRST to ... to change the current setting.
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Early Release Request
Flight attendants sitting reserve may request an early release for the current day. Clicking
on the underlined link opens a new window.

Figure 63 - Early Release Request

All flight attendants who have requested an early released and their reserve details display
on the request page. Click on Submit Request to request an early release.
Once submitted, the flight attendant's release request information is added to the list. A
Remove link is available to remove the submitted request.
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Reserve Details
Click on any bar on a particular day to view that day's reserve details. The only reserve
flight attendants that display are the ones who meet the equipment qualifications for the
selected bar. For example: If a green bar is clicked on, only CRJ qualified reserve flight
attendants display.

Figure 64 - Reserve Details

Next to the date and domicile is an All, Assigned, and Unassigned drop down option.
Select one and click on Submit to sort the Reserve Details. The reserve information is
separated into their applicable buckets and sorted into columns:
■ Seniority: This is the flight attendant’s Company seniority within their department. This
number could change daily depending on movement.
■ Equip Qual: This column displays the aircraft type the flight attendant is qualified on
■ Type: If the flight attendant is on reserve, this column displays the type of reserve.
“Assigned” displays if the flight attendant is already working.
■ Assignment: The type of pairing and the date it was assigned display, if the flight
attendant has been assigned one. It is blank if the flight attendant is still on reserve.
■ Assigned: If the assignment was an OBR pairing, the respective domicile code displays.
Click on the domicile link to view the Reserve Details for that particular domicile.
■ OBR First: The OBR domicile displays if a reserve flight attendant has been assigned
OBR (e.g., SAN)
■ Call First: This column displays Yes or No depending on the flight attendant’s selected
preference
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■ Days Available: If a flight attendant is on reserve, this number is the amount of days
they are available. It is blank if a flight attendant already has an assignment.
■ Ready Reserve: If assigned, any flight attendant sitting ready reserve for the selected
day is listed at the bottom with their ready reserve start and end time

Master Vacation
Master Vacation is the section where flight attendants submit their Master Vacation bids
for the following year. This tab is only visible during the Master Vacation bid period. Once
the bid window has closed, the tab disappears. Clicking the tab displays the bidding
information and the bid calendar.

Figure 65 - Master Vacation

1

Once the weeks have been bid, click here to print a copy for your records

2

These dates bracket the beginning and the end of the available Master Vacation dates

3

This is the date the bid opens and the date the bid closes
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4

The number displayed here is the estimated number of weeks that you may bid for.
This number is based on current vacation time as well as estimated time you may
accrue next year. The drop-down is used to select the month you would like to place
a bid. If you’d rather not split up weeks that are consecutively bid, click on the box
next to the respective statement.
Place your cursor on the “?” for further details regarding linking weeks.

5

Your current bid weeks display here in the applicable row and column

Select the desired vacation month from the drop-down (4) or by clicking on the underlined
month on the calendar. Placing the cursor on a date generates a mouse-over that displays
the date, domicile and position, the master vacation week, and the number of available
slots.

Click on the date to submit a bid for that particular week. The Master Vacation Details
window opens, displaying the current bids.

Figure 66 - Master Vacation Details
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The flight attendants who have bid for this week display starting with the most senior. Their
choice selection for this particular week also displays. All flight attendants who place a bid
for any given week will display; regardless of how many slots are actually available.
Select your choice preference for this week, enter your password and click on the Bid
button. This bid appears on the calendar and in the applicable column to the right of the
calendar (Fig 58, #5). You have up to four (4) choices for each week bid.

Figure 67 - Current Master Vacation Bids
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To change the choice preference of a bid week, click on the highlighted week in the
calendar or the underlined week in the columns. The Master Vacation Details window
opens allowing you to change the choice selection or remove the bid completely.

Figure 68 - Change or Remove Bid

Master Vacation weeks are awarded after the bidding window closes. You will receive an
online message notifying you of the week(s) you were awarded. In the event you were
not awarded a particular week(s), you also receive an online message letting you know
you have been put on the waiting list for this week(s). Vacation weeks may be viewed by
navigating to the applicable month under the My Schedule tab.
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Figure 69 - Vacation Award

Placing the cursor on the vacation week displays the Start and End date, position, credit
for the block, and if User Time will be used if there is not enough vacation time to cover
the block.

NOTE:
Remember vacation weeks are Monday through Sunday. There may be more than one
vacation block if your vacation spans over these days. For example, if you are awarded
vacation Friday through Wednesday, there will be a vacation block for Friday-Sunday and
another vacation block for Monday-Wednesday.
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To Cancel, Edit, or Assign Daily Rate for an awarded vacation block, right-click on the
block and select the desired action.

■ Cancel: This removes the awarded vacation block from your schedule. Enter your
password and click on the Submit button.

Figure 70 - Cancel Master Vacation Block
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■ Edit: This section allows flight attendants to remove days from their vacation block that
they do not need off. Day(s) dropped must be at the beginning and/or the end of the
awarded vacation block, leaving an uninterrupted block of vacation or dropped from
within the vacation block in groups of no less than 4 (four) consecutive days. If dates
are selected that do not keep a consecutive four day block, an error message displays.

Figure 71 - Edit Master Vacation Block

Enter your password and click on the Submit button once the date selection is made.
■ Assign Daily Rate: The daily rate for this particular vacation block may be changed in
this section. The rate must be at least 2.5 but no greater than 4.20.
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Figure 72 - Assign Daily Rate to Vacation Block

In the event the flight attendant does not have enough vacation time to cover this
vacation block, placing a check mark next to the “Use User Time...” statement gives
their consent to cover the rest of the block with user time. Enter password and click on
the Submit button.
NOTE:
The daily rate that is entered here only applies to this vacation block. The default of 2.9
applies to all vacation blocks unless the default has been changed.
Vacation Waiting List weeks may be viewed in the calendar by navigating to the applicable
month under the My Schedule tab. Placing the cursor on the waiting list block displays a
mouse-over that provides the vacation details.
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Figure 73 - Vacation Waiting List

Right-clicking on the waiting list block displays the option to delete or edit the vacation
request.
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■ Delete: The Delete option deletes the entire block of vacation wait list days.

Figure 74 - Delete Vacation Waiting List

Enter your password and click on the Submit button. You will be removed from the
waiting list for this vacation week.
■ Edit: This section allows flight attendants to remove days they do not need off from
their vacation waiting list block. Day or days dropped must be at the beginning and/or
the end of the waiting list vacation block, leaving an uninterrupted block of waiting list
days or dropped from within the waiting list vacation block in groups of no less than 4
(four) consecutive days. If selected dates do not keep a consecutive four day block, an
error message displays.

The awarded vacation week(s) and vacation wait list week(s) may be viewed by going to
Operations > Crew Info > Vacation Info. Click on the underlined year you would like to
view. Your name displays in the slots next to the applicable week(s) you are awarded or
wait listed.
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Crew Pay
The Crew Pay tab displays the flight attendant’s schedule for the month and provides
assigned and processed credit information for easy reference.

Figure 75 - Crew Pay

1

The flight attendant’s employee number, name, projected credit for the month, and
projected credit for the quarter

2

Using the drop-down, select the month you would like to view pay information and
click on the Get Report button

3

Pay information is summarized in three sections: the entire bid month, the first pay
period, and the second pay period. Each section contains the respective credit
information for your assigned credit, processed credit, per diem, and holiday credit
(if applicable.) Per Diem values do not display until the pay period is completed.

4

Each scheduled pairing, assignment, or activity is listed in chronological order and is
broken down into duty periods

5

Processed Credit values display once that leg or activity is reconciled by Crew Payroll

6

Pay codes are assigned as each day is reconciled by Crew Payroll. This determines
the category and at times, the rate the credit hours are paid.
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The following is a list of payment codes that may display, depending on the pairing type:
REG
Guarantee Adj
TRNG
USER
VAC
HOL
BVM
JURY
OT

Regular Pay
Amount paid to meet Guarantee (per pay period, if applicable)
Training
User Pay
Vacation Pay
Holiday Pay
Bereavement Pay
Jury Duty Pay
Over Time Pay

Reserve flight attendants may view their assigned off days, assigned reserve days, and
pairings assigned to them as the month continues.

Figure 76 - Crew Pay — Reserve

Pay information is updated as Crew Payroll processes the pairing pay information.
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Credit History
All credit requests are viewable in the Credit History tab. The most recent submission
displays on top.

Figure 77 - Credit History

Requests have a status of Queued, Approved, or Denied. To view a particular submission,
click on the underlined View link next to the request. The request details open in a new
window. Once a request has a status change from Queued to Approved or Denied, you are
notified via My Message. If a request is denied, there are administrator remarks explaining
the reason.

Hold Pay
The Hold Pay section is available to view your hold pay details. The Hold Pay tab displays
your schedule, broken down into legs, and the status.

Figure 78 - Hold Pay
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If you were eligible for hold pay, the amount displays in the same line as the respective
flight. Click on the underlined View Detail link to view the flight specific details and
calculation for the hold pay.

Figure 79 - Hold Pay — Detail

There will be instances where the automation could not process the Hold Pay on its own
(i.e., boarding times weren’t receieved from partner Res systems, calculated incorrect due
to missing data). If this is the case, the flight displays “Require Action” and offers the ability
for you to submit a manual request. This does not imply you have to submit something.
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If you feel Hold Pay is owed for that flight, click on the underlined Submit Claim and fill
out the requested information.

Figure 80 - Hold Pay — Submit Claim

Enter the Boarding Start and End times by clicking on the respective entry box to generate
the pop-up calendar. Select the day and actual hour and minute for the start and end
time entries. In the Crew Comments box, enter your comments regarding the situation
where hold pay is owed. This flight will now show as “Submitted” and sent to CrewPay for
processing.
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2

CHAPTER 2

Definitions
Credit Block

Vacation credit of 4:18 or User credit of 4:18 up to 8:00.

Drop

When a flight attendant or Crew Support drops a pairing from a
flight attendant’ s awarded bid or Reserve Adjusted Bid.

Edit

The ability for a flight attendant to modify or remove a pairing they
have already posted.

Exchange

When a flight attendant replaces an assigned pairing for a pairing(s)
in Open Time.

Leg Credit Only
(LCO)

Pairings marked with “LCO” do not qualify for the Minimum Daily
Guarantee as they have been altered and were not originally
published this way in the monthly bid package.

Open Time (OT)

Any credit hours designated by the Company not assigned to
schedules due to vacation, sick leave, leave of absence, training,
charters, reassignments, employment terminations, and other
flying that may become available.

Post

When a flight attendant offers a pairing for other flight attendants
to pick up.

Queue
RAP

A virtual "waiting area" where every transaction is placed and
processed in the order received. Each domicile and position has
their own queue.
Reserve Availability Periods. Reserve flight attendants may post
RAPs to trade with other reserve flight attendants.

Split

When a flight attendant drops or posts a portion of a pairing.

Trade

A trade of flight assignments taking place between flight attendants.

Trading Down

A reduction in the number of duty days and/or requires the
utilization of a reserve.
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View Master Vacation, 14
My Transactions, 55
Posted Pairings, 56
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Delete Transaction, 55
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Assign Daily Rate to Vacation Block, 73
Cancel Vacation Block, 72
Edit Vacation Block, 73
Vacation Waiting List, 74
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Add Credit Block, 11
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Assign Default Vacation Rate, 14
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Crew Time Report, 7
Export, 9
Flight Crew, 6
Flight Schedules, 5
My Information, 8
Print, 9
Pairing Details, 15
Absence Call, 22
Cancel Deadhead, 31
Check In, 19
Drop, 20
Exchange, 29
Payroll Correction, 34
Post, 23
Request Vacation/User, 33
Trade, 27
See also Post
Request Golden Day, 12
Request Time Off, 13
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